Three Words For Conservation

The TV show Good Morning America (GMA) asks, “How much can you say in just three words? Can you express your thoughts, your feelings, your sadness or joy? Could your three words be a celebration of a special event, or a thought on everyday life?” If you’ve seen any of the videos submitted by their viewers, you might be surprised at how much you can say in just three words, from “I Miss You” to “Having a Baby!”

The Florida Public Service Commission borrowed the GMA word exercise during its recent Take Your Daughters and Sons to Work day. For those students attending, we focused on “What words embody your feelings about conservation?”

Tom Ballinger, a Utility Systems Engineering Specialist Supervisor for the PSC, discussed the need for conservation today and how utilities are using renewable energy in their energy portfolios. The students came up with their own “three words” to speak their minds about conservation.

CLICK HERE

to see a video of how the students used a few words to express some large lessons!